Richard Turrin
Industry Leader
Fintech and Digital Innovation
Richard Turrin is the author of
“Innovation Lab Excellence Digital Transformation from
Within” and an award-winning
executive with more than 20
years of experience in fintech
innovation. In addition to
speaking he is an independent
fintech and AI consultant,
helping clients with the latest
cognitive technologies. He
previously headed fintech for
IBM Cognitive Studios Singapore (IBM’s Innovation Lab) and
worked for IBM China where he led his team to win the
prestigious “Risk Technology Product of the Year” award.
Rich also co-authored “The Insurtech Book” in which he
urges insurers to start thinking more like an AI company and
less like an insurer to survive the coming paradigm shift. He
regularly speaks on how AI will make insurance easier,
cheaper and more personalized than ever before.
Rich is a passionate and dynamic speaker and speaks
from his experience building real solutions. He understands
innovation because he’s done it and speaks in concrete terms
about how best to bring digital transformation to your team.
Rich lives in Shanghai, China and has been in APAC for a
decade witnessing first-hand the amazing changes taking
place in China and Singapore’s fintech marketplace.
Contact:
richard_turrin@yahoo.com
Cell: +86 1851 663 1192
WeChat ID: richardturrin
Residence: Shanghai, PRC

Speaking Fees:
Keynotes: $10,000
Workshops 2hr: $10,000
Languages:
, English, Italian

www.richturrin.com

Richard Turrin
Keynote Programs

I have had the pleasure of
booking Rich for a number of
conferences organised by
Asia Risk. He is a great
speaker on AI and fintech and
really knows how to engage
an audience. He has also
done
longer
format
workshops on AI in finance
with great results. He's an
asset to any conference and a
professional on-stage and off.
Vievian Ghoh
Infopro Digital

Richard is engaging, candid,
insightful and authoritative,
especially in the fields of
cognitive tech and AI…… In a
world where everyone seems
to think they are an expert, he
is a genuine thought leader,
and one with that even rarer
and more valuable quality that of personal integrity.
Dr. Chris Marshall
IDC

Innovation Labs from the Ground Up
Rich has literally written the book on the conditions that allow
labs to meet and surpass expectations. Packed with real
world examples and tailored for an executive audience, this
keynote presentation cuts through the hype to detail how to
optimize your innovation program.

Future-Proofing Finance with AI
AI is the pivotal technology of our time and its impact will be
felt in every part of an up-to-date financial institution. In this
powerful presentation, Rich explains how to harness this new
technology effectively. This presentation is designed for
senior managers as a toolkit for putting AI to work today with
a view toward an AI-driven future.

China’s Financial Technology
Want a crystal ball on where Western markets will be in 10
years? Look at China today. China is the home of the world’s
hottest Fintech industries. This C-level keynote explains the
risks and opportunities for your company.

Chatbot Masterclass
In this compelling session, author Rich Turrin outlines the
basics of chatbot design and construction. Live examples
pulled directly from trendsetting bots show how the possible
becomes real. This masterclass, designed for a longer format
learning session, covers the critical technology and design
features that every executive needs to know as your company
deploys these incredible digital tools.
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Richard Turrin
Why hire Rich?
Rich is an award winning speaker and has given hundreds of
speeches, workshops and training sessions over his career.
Multi-lingual, he presents in English, Mandarin or Italian.
Based on your specific event, training needs and budget, Rich
can customize a presentation that will exceed your
expectations.

Rich’s speaking strengths include the following:
Experience. Rich is an innovator, builder and user of digital
technology and speaks with authority because he’s actually
done the job. As a digital innovator throughout his career he’s
heard “It can’t be done.” more times than most. He pulls no
punches in explaining how digital disruption will affect your
business and is able to speak in concrete terms on how to
implement successful innovation strategies.
Content. Rich’s presentations contain real-world examples to
make the subject material relevant. Fintech and innovators
are changing our world and spurring incumbents to become
agile and adapt. Examining how they are doing it and what
role technology plays is key to understanding how digital
transformation can help your organization.
Heart. Rich understands innovation and digital are “hot button”
topics for many. He engages and encourages his audience to
participate in this new digital world and shows them how
digital isn’t about the tech but about people.
Tech made easy. Rich is a former MBA professor and has
an innate ability to break down complicated subjects and
make them easy to understand. He loves teaching and is able
to make people comfortable while removing the barriers to
change that prevent them from understanding what
technology and innovation can do for them now.
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